A day of study in Rome on the three Romee maiiores
The three Romees, pilgrimages to City of St. Peter and Paul between past and future
Palazzetto Mattei in Villa Celimontana, November 14, 2019

Programme

9.30 Registration and welcome coffee
10.00-11.30 Greetings
Margherita Azzari (SGI);
Massimo Tedeschi (President of the European Association Vie Francigena);
Don Raimondo Sinibaldi (President of the European Association Romea Strata);
Flavio Pizzella (President of the European Association Via Romea Germanica);
Mons. Fabrizio Capanni (Pontifical Council of Culture, Vatican);
Mons. Maurizio Bravi (Observer of the Holy See at the OMT and member of the Council of Europe);
Luisella Pavan (Council of Europe, director of the Venice office);
Henrik Lindblad (Prerico – ICOMOS, Diocese of Lund);
Fiorella Dallari (EA Vie Francigena, Romea Strata and Romea Germanica SC; TEST and MUNCH Unesco Chairs, chair).

11.30-12.30 The Europe to Rome, the spiritual and religious destination of the Patristic Heritage
1. P. Giuseppe Caruso (Pontifical Patristic Institute "Augustinianum"), The Christian pilgrimage in the Patrician time
2. Ilara Sabbatini (Archive of the Holy Face, SC Via Francigena), The travelogues of the Medieval pilgrims to City of Rome (chair)
3. Nicoletta Bernacchio (Pontifical Gregorian University, SC Via Francigena), Pilgrims in Rome during the Middle Ages. Devotional paths and practices in travelogues and guides for pilgrims from the 7th to the 15th centuries

12.30-13.40 Rome, the City of St. Peter and St. Paul, seventeen centuries of religious welcome to pilgrims
1. P. J.P. Hernandez (Living stones), The human experience of the threshold
2. Olimpia Niglio (ACLA, Prerico, Icomos, SC Romea Strata), The places of religiosity and rites in a sustainable vision (chair)
3. Anna Trono (Università del Salento, SC Vie Francigene), The Via Francigena from Sud to Rome, for an innovative spiritual vision
4. Francesca Ciani (University of Rome La Sapienza, Department of Construction and Environmental Civil Engineering, EC Romea Strata and Via Romea Germanica), The privilege of visiting the Seven Churches

13.40-15.30 Break time "Refezione" - Bisaccia of pilgrim (Emilia-Romagna Region)
15.30-17.30 Designing together a joint future of Romee
1. Don Andrea Lonardo (Pastorale Universitaria di Roma), The strategy of the City of St. Peter and Paul for the pilgrims of the future
2. Fiorella Dallari (CSC Via Francigena, Romea Strata, Prerico-ICOMOS, TEST e MUNCH Unesco Chairs), The scientific contribution of Unesco chairs along the pilgrimage routes (chair)
3. Henrik Lindblad (Prerico – ICOMOS, Diocese of Lund), The International Scientific Committee PRERICO - ICOMOS for pilgrimages
4. Monica Valeri (A.P.T. Emilia-Romagna), The Italian Regions for The Walks
5. Corrado Azzollini (Mibact, Emilia-Romagna), The Italian State for Religious Heritage
6. Carlo Munns (Opera Romana Pellegrinaggi), Pilgrim between soul and body. The "refezione" at Villa Celimontana

17.30-18.30 Conclusion
The secular commitment of SGI for the three Romee and the acceptance of science, religiosity and values towards a shared, participated and sustainable future and the 2015 Jubilee will be common debate.